
7. Conclusions
• SOS paradigms provide an important contrast to traditional paradigms that control switches

experimentally.
• SOS is associated with a transient global state of high activity and low connectivity (Fig5-7).
• This suggests that ‘moving’ from one task state to another requires an energetic reconfiguration process

that may feature chaos & destabilisation.
• The relationship between RT switch costs & the scale of reconfiguration (Fig9) suggests that individuals vary

in their efficiency to dismantle & assemble task states (Fig1).
• In contrast to ‘switching modules’[7,8], these observations provide strong evidence of distributed switching

processes.
• Future work will examine whether ROIs can be identified as drivers of state transition & if switch related

dynamics are associated with the psychometric distance between tasks.
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1. Introduction
• The human brain is in constant flux & we have observed that rule learning & memory encoding occurs via

a dynamic of high activity states that stabilise into low activity, high connectivity states once routines or
items are encoded[1-3].
• The distribution & flexibility of brain networks[4,5] suggests that it is crucial to focus on system

dynamics[6].
• Key questions remain around how the brain self-organises & transitions between tasks(Fig1). Frontopolar

cortices has been identified as ‘switching modules’; however, it is unclear whether these are exclusive
locales to switching or if their activities represent features of distributed processes.
• Here, we use fMRI & a custom self-ordered switching (SOS) paradigm to examine the BOLD activation

(BA) & dynamic functional connectivity (dFC) associated with task switching.

Fig1- Switching cartoon. Hypothetical network reconfiguration of 3 ‘task-active’ regions during a switch.

2. Self-Ordered Switch paradigm

Fig2- Switching task.
The SOS paradigm (designed by AH) is composed by 2 simple visual discrimination tasks (matching
task (MT, (a, top)) & odd one out (OOO, (a, bottom))), each with 2 sub-rules, colour & shape. Correct
responses accrued points for specific conditions & subjects were updated via rule feedback bars
shown between trials (b). Filling the rule bars increased the task feedback bar & overall score (c).
Filling both task bars resulted in bonus points being awarded. Thus, subjects aimed to optimise their
time spent in each task & rule to maximise points.
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3. Switch costs specific to response speed 
•Main effect of switching on RT:

(F(2,15)=61.654, p<.001)

• RT post task switch was slower than trials
(t=7.419, p<.001, d=1.12).

• Switch cost: ~0.93s (SD=0.5) increase in
RT, on average.

Fig3- Reaction time (RT).
Mean RT in seconds (s) for each subject &
condition. Switch condition RT represents
the mean 1st trial RT post-switch.

4. fMRI processing
Data: SOS fMRI data were collected from 16 healthy controls (mean Age=25 years, SD=7, F=10/25) on a Siemens
3T Trim Trio MRI scanner (TR=2s, TE=30ms, 3mm3 voxels, 620 volumes).
Preprocessing: Functional images were slice-time and motion corrected, coregistered to the T1, normalized to
MNI and smoothed (8mm3), using SPM12[9].
1st level modelling: Voxelwise activity was predicted using a General Linear Model (GLM) using an individuals
trial & switch events with motion timecourses as confounds.
2nd level modelling: Trial event betas were modelled in a 2 (task) * 2 (rule) repeated measures (RM) ANOVA. Task
& rule switch event betas were in modelled in a 1-way RM ANOVA (6 levels). Activation maps (Fig5) were FDR
corrected at the cluster level.
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Fig4- Data Sampling & dFC estimation.
Mean BA & timecourses sampled using a hybrid atlas with 100 cortical (ai), 35 subcortical (aii) & 23 cerebellar
regions of interest (ROIs) (aiii)[10-12]. dFC was estimated using pairwise generalised Psychophysiological
Interactions (gPPI, b)[13]. The resulting pairs of gPPI term betas were averaged within subject, z-scored across
condition & arranged into undirected dFC matrices for each condition (c).

5a. Widespread activation increases

Fig5- Univariate activation.
Lateral & medial renderings of activation changes. Maps were False Discovery rate (FDR) corrected at the
cluster level. Left: The average effect of trials (F: p<.01 & FDR cluster corr. p<.05, k=509). Right: Task
switch > rule switch (t: p<.001 & FDR cluster corr. p<.05, k=243).
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Fig6- ROI BA .
Mean ROI BA distribution for task switch
(blue) & trials (green). The sum of
differences between conditions showed a
significant effect (t=4.523, p<.001, d=1.13).

5b.Substantial connectivity decreases
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Fig7- Switching dFC
Top: Task switch vs. trial (collapsed across
rule). Bot.: Rule switch vs. trial (collapsed
across task). Main effect of condition on
mean dFC (F(2,30)=78.745, p<.001).
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Fig8- dFC task similarity
The abs. sum of change in dFC (t=13.17,
p<.001, d=1.73) was smaller within, than
between, tasks.

6. Switch costs relate to global dynamics
Fig9- Those most efficient at task switching show larger
decreases in dFC & smaller increases in BA.
Linear relationships between switch cost (task switch –
mean trial RT) & changes in dFC or BA were examined
using Pearson correlation & robust regression. Change
was defined as the sum of differences in weights.

Changes in dFC during switching suggested that larger
switching decreases resulted in faster responses to
upcoming trials.

Similarly, changes in BA related to switch cost (r=0.57,
p=.022; ß=.002, t=2.18, p=.047) suggesting that increases
led to larger switch costs.
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